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Figure 1 shows a specimen of stamped paper of the regular issue of
1896-97 which bears two surcharges. At the left of the stamp is an
oval surcharge which reads:"Habilitado Para El Bienio de 1898- i

99" (Made Valid for the Biennial Period of 1898-99). This sur
charge, undoubtedly, was applied by the Spanish Govemment prior
to the occupation of Manila by the American Forces in August,
1898. Across the face of the stamp is a second surcharge, which
reads: "Resellado ParaI898-99" (Re-stamped for 1898-99). This
Resellado Surcharge, which occurs in several different forms and is
also found on adhesive revenue stamps and on postage stamps, has
been the subject of considerable controversy among collectors of
Philippine postage stamps. It appears, however, that at the time this
conlroversy arose, the fact was known that the "Resellado" sur
charge existed on adhesive revenue stamps and on stamped paper.
If this fact had been known, it might have altered the conclusions of
those who have claimed that the "Resellado"surcharge which oc-
curs on the Spanish-Philippine postage stamps of the issue of 1898
is a "fake" surcharge.

[Figure 2 shows an example of the postage issue from the collec
tion of Robert Yacano. The "c" in the upper left is for "CoITeos",
or postage, and the "T" on the lower right stands for "Telegrafos"
or telegraph.]

Figure 2
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The revenue stamps and revenue stamped papers of the Philip
pines were not in demand among collectors in 1898. Conse
quently, there could have been no incentive to produce a "fake"
issue of revenue stamps and stamped papers because there was
very little likelihood that such a "fake" issue of revenue stamps
and stamped papers could be sold to collectors. Furthermore, if
the alleged promoters of the so called "fake" issue of postage
stamps bearing the "resellado" surcharge had applied the
"resellado" surcharge to revenue stamps and stamped papers as a
spurious means of giving the appearance of authenticity to the
"resellado" issue of postage stamps, full publicity would have
been given by them to the "resellado" surcharge as it occurs on
revenue stamps and stamped papers. Yet, the existence of the
"resellado" surcharge on revenue stamps and stamped papers
seem to have been entirely unknown to those who engaged in the
controversy over the authenticity of the "resellado" issue of post
age stamps.

The story of the "resellado" issue of postage stamps told by Major
F. L. Palmer on the "The Postal Issues of the Philippines" ( J .M.
Bartels Co., 1912) is as follows: "With the arrival of American
troops at Cavite on July 15,1898, an American Post Office was
established temporarily on one of the ships in the Bay, and, on
July 30, on shore at Cavite. From this date until the end of the
following year, a veritable philatelic chaos existed in the Philip
pines. Mails were received and forwarded as opportunity offered,
by all of the numerous "governments" involved, each of which
used the stamps which were most avai lable at the time. As a re
sult, there were numerous vagaries in matters phi latelic, and cer
tain so called philatelists contributed their aid (through not with
out hope of reward) toward rendering confusion worse confused.
Thus, we are compelled to consider not only the Spanish issues
but also those of the United States for the American Forces, the
stamps issued by the Revolutionary Government, and certain
"provisional" issues for the Philippines and other islands formerly
controlled from Manila. Of the Spanish issues, it is sufficient
merely to add (to what has already been noted) that they contin
ued in use where available, until replaced by those of the govern-
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ment which later came to exercise actual control. The issues of
the Revolutionary Government will be treated in a separate chap
ter and those of the United States will follow"

Of the other issues referred to, the first to claim consideration,
through priority in date, is the fake "provisional issue" for Zam
boanga, a city in the island of Mindanao, which has been listed by
Kohl and Galvez. As the true story of this issue seems never to
have been printed and is by no means without its humorous side,
it will be given in detail as related to the writer by one of the two
promoters thereof, who will be referred to as Messrs. A. and B."

"A. and B., both well-known philatelists of Manila, realized that
Manila must sooner or later surrender to the Americans, that
Spanish rule would pass away, and that philatelic changes must
ensue. Wishing to take time by the forelock, in order that any
profits obtainable might not pass them by, they conceived a short
age of stamps at Zamboanga, where Mr. B. had a personal friend
in the Postmaster. Mr. A. was a former Spanish official who had
friends in high places in Manila, as he procured through them a
decree providing for surcharging of stamps for use at Zamboanga
on the plea of the alleged shortage."

"This decree is said to have been issued on August 12, the day be
fore the surrender of Manila; apparently, the dies had been pre
pared and the stamps obtained in advance, for the surcharging
was done that night by the promoters themselves. Later, and
when opp0I1unity offered, these supplies (except those retained
by A. and B. for their own philatelic uses) were forwarded to
Zamboanga where they were (more or less) placed in use. In
March, of 1899, Mr. B. was in Zamboanga on business and his
friend, the postmaster, then provided him with covers bearing
these issues, which the postmaster obligingly cancelled as of quite
a range of dates, presumably to avoid the monotony of one date
only. Mr. B. thoughtfully placed a full set of this issue on a cover
which he sent by registered mail to himself at his Manila address,
and which was forwarded by the same boat on which he returned.
This letter was duly delivered to him in Manila, without any other
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stamps or postal charges, through the American post office, thus
furnishing undeniable (?) proof of recognition by the American
postal authorities of the validity of this issue."

"Upon investigation by the writer at the post office, it was found
that this letter (identified by its serial number) had been received
and delivered without charge, though no memorandum existed as
to what stamps it had borne. In reply to questions, the postmaster,
who had also been an employee in 1898-99, further said that in
those early days and until the American offices were established
throughout the islands, the postal authorities felt themselves com
pelled to receive and deliver, or forward, all mails arriving at Ma
nila, without regard to what stamps were used from points where
American offices (and stamps) were not available to the senders.
He added that even letters bearing stamps of the Revolutionary
Government had been so received and delivered. Such delivery or
forwarding, therefore, amounted merely to passing such matter
through the mails without postage and on account of the emer
gency rather than to any official recognition of the validity of any
stamps actually used. In further pursuance of his investigation,
the writer visited the Bureau of Archives where search was made
for the decree (or some record of it) authorizing this issue; no
trace of it could be found, but this does not disprove the issuance
of such a decree, a failure to which is readily explicable as due to
the carelessness of employees in a time of so great turmoil."

In spite of the fact that it is difficult to believe that a person who,
had promoted such an issue of postage stamps for his own profit
would deliberately jeopardize his chance of profit by telling such
a story to Major Palmer, nevertheless, the good faith of Major
Palmer can scarcely be questioned. It may be assumed to begin
with, therefore, that some such story was actually told to Major
Palmer and that Major Palmer was convinced of the veracity of
the teller. But the story was undoubtedly told to Major Palmer a
number of years before he recorded it in his book and in the re
telling of it, Major Palmer, without intending to do so, may have
altered some of its details. Furthermore, it is evident from a state
ment which appears on page 54 of Major Palmer's book, that the

•
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story was told to Major Palmer by Mr. B. But according to the
story, it was Mr. A. who induced a high Spanish official to issue
the decree which authorized the "resell ado" surcharge. Thus, it is
possible that Mr. B. may not have reported the details of the story
conectly and, in fact, may not have known the exact manner in
which Mr. A. induced the high Spanish official to issue the de
cree. Because the Government had been defrauded of revenue by
the use for postal and telegraph purposes of forgelies of the sur
charged stamps which were cunent between 1881 and 1889, Gov
ernor General Weyler issued a decree, which was finally made
effective on August I, 1889, forbidding the use thereafter of any
stamp bearing a surcharge2

While it is true that some surcharged stamps were issued subse
quent to that date, surcharges were authorized only in case of
some compelling emergency, and even then, only by the Gover
nor-General himself.

Major Palmer implies, but does not directly state, that Mr. A.
gave a possible impending shortage of the cunent issue in Zam
boanga as his reason for proposing to the officials of the Spanish
Government that the cunent issue of postage stamps should be
surcharged "Resellado Para 1898-99" for use in Zamboanga.
This does not seem to be a very plausible reason for proposing
that the stamps be surcharged and it does not seem probable that a
decree authorizing the surcharge would be issued on such flimsy
pretext. A shol1age could be remedied by simply sending an ad
ditional supply of the cunent issue, without going to the trouble
of affixing a surcharge.

There was, however, a valid reason for affixing a surcharge to any
of the current Spanish-Philippine stamps which might continue to
be used after the sunender of Manila in those pOl1ions of the Phil
ippines where the local Spanish Government still remained. in
control. There was ample authority in Spanish law for holding
that after the Central Spanish Government at Manila had fallen,
the stamps which it had issued would no longer be valid. Spanish
laws required that whenever a new Sovereign ascended the throne

•
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of Spain, the CUITent stamped paper must be surcharged "Valid for
the reign of ". When Queen Isabela II was deposed
by the revolution of 1868, the provisional government which suc
ceeded her caused all Philippine stamps to be surcharged "Made
Valid by the Nation". Hence, by analogy, it might be held that af
ter the Central Government of the Philippines had fallen, the sur
viving local Governments must surcharge the current issue of
stamps in order to make it valid for further use_ Such was evi
dently the opinion of the Spanish-Governor of the Marianas Is
lands, which were at that time, a dependency of the Philippines
and used the current issue of Philippine stamps. When a ship
reached Guam, the capital of the Marianas, with news that Manila
had surrendered to the American Forces, the Spanish-Governor
immediately caused the current Philippine postage stamps to be
surcharged "MARIANAS ESPANOLAS". Stamps bearing this
surcharge were affixed to all mail which was dispatched from
Guam to Manila by the same ship which had brought the news of
the sun-ender of Manila. The authenticity of this issue of postage
stamps has never been questioned, although, because of the
change in the sovereignty of the Marianas which occurred shortly
thereafter, these surcharged stamps were never again used for
postal purposes.

In the Philippines, however, there were several districts outside of
Manila where Spanish garrisons were maintained and where the
local Spanish authorities might be expected to remain in control
for some time after Mani la had surrendered. It would, therefore,
be convenient to apply to the current issue of Philippine stamps a
surcharge which would serve to make the stamps valid for use in
any district where they might be required. This would seem to be
the logical reason for omitting from the "resellado" surcharge the
name of the district where the stamps were to be used. Further
more, since the dies for this surcharge probably could not be made
outside of Manila, and in view of the impending fall of the Central
Government in Manila, it would be of material assistance to the
surviving local Governments to prepare the surcharged stamps in
advance in Manila, to be forwarded to the local Governments as
soon as the fall of Manila became an accomplished facl. Under
such conditions, the dies might have been prepared several days in
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advance, but the issuance of the decree authorizing the surcharge,
and hence the actual surcharging of the stamps, would be deferred
until it became absolutely certain that Manila must fall. This
would explain the fact, if it is a fact, that the decree authorizing
the surcharge was issued on August 12, the day before the such
conditions, the dies might have been prepared several days in ad
vance, but the issuance of the decree authorizing the surcharge,
and hence the actual surcharging of the stamps, would be deferred
until it became absolutely certain that Manila must fall. This
would explain the fact, if it is a fact, that the decree authorizing
the surcharge was issued on August 12, the day before the fall of
Manila, and that the surcharging was hastily done that night. In
the midst of such turmoil, the fact, if it is a fact, that the man who
proposed the issue were permitted to do the actual surcharging of
the stamps, and that the stamps were committed to their care after
the surcharging was done, is not particularly surprising. They
were undoubtedly man of good repute in the community and it
appears that one of them, at least, was a businessman who proba
bly had access to the means of forwarding the stamps to Zambo
anga without so much likelihood of their being intercepted by the
American forces as would have been the case if they had been
dispatched by one of the Spanish officials.

It is, of course, possible that Mr. B. may not have told the entire
truth, and that Mr. A. and Mr. B. may have surcharged the stamps
entirely upon their own initiative, without benefit of any official
decree, and may have then forwarded the stamps to the postmas
ter of Zamboanga, who put them on sale in the post offices there,
either upon his own initiative or upon the initiative of the local
Spanish Governor.

The manner in which the surcharging of the stamps was accom
plished, however, would appear to be immaterial, and the fact, if
it is a fact, that the surcharging was originally conceived by Mr.
A. and Mr. B. primarily for personal gain, is also immaterial. The
essential fact is that these stamps, whatever the manner of their
surcharge may have been, were subsequently used for legitimate
postal purposes. [Italics added by editor.] Donald Peterson pro-
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vided Figure 3 that shows a February 9, 1899 single-weight regis
tered internal letter with the correct rate of 15c + 2c = 17c sent
from Zimboanga to Manila. This is lot #987 from a Soler y L1ach
auction catalog. This fact is generally conceded and there are quite
a number of covers which the stamps are still affixed and which
are still affixed and which bear indisputable evidence of having
passed through the mails. It is true that the number of stamps af
fixed to some of these covers was apparentl y in excess of the re
quired postage and hence, such covers were probably "philatelic"
covers prepared by, or for, stamp collectors of that era. [Italics
added by editor.] Donald Peterson provided Figure 4 that shows
a letter from Zamboanga and received in Manila April 10, 1899.
This letter is obviously overpaid bearing a 40c + 80c = from
Zamboanga and received in Manila April 10, 1899. This leller is
obviously overpaid bearing a 40c + 80c = P 1:20 in postage. It is
lot 138 in the Afinsa Auctions catalog of October 12,2000.] But
the validity of this issue of postage stamps would not be thereby
impugned. This preparation and mailing of "philatelic" covers is
much more common today than it was then and no one suggests
that any of the current issues of the postage stamps are made less
authentic today. The vital fact in every case is whether or not, the
issues in question was actually used by the duly constituted postal
authorities of the district where it was used for legitimate postal
purposes. And it does appear to be a fact that the "resellado" issue
of Philippine postage stamps was actually used for legitimate
postal purposes for a short time immediately following the surren
der of Mani la to the American Forces.

Furthermore, it is worthy of note in this connection, that this
"resellado" issue has always been listed as a legitimate postal is
sue of the Philippines by the Cataloge Especial de los Sellos de
Correos y Telegrafos de Espana, Colonias y Ex-Collonias, pub
lished by M. Galvez in Madrid, Spain.

There remains the question of the origin of the "resellado" sur
charge which is found on Spanish Philippine revenue stamps and
stamped papers. Assuming that the story told by Major Palmer of
the origin of the "resellado" issue of postage stamps is more or
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less true, it may reasonably be supposed that the local Spanish of
ficials of Zamboanga, and possibly of other districts where the lo
cal Spanish authorities were still in control, decided, after the
postage stamps bearing the "resellado" surcharge had been re
ceived, that a similar surcharge should be applied to revenue
stamps and stamped papers. The revenue stamps to which this
surcharge is known to have been affixed are those which it is
probable were most frequently used in the smaller seaports such
as Zamboanga.

The Spanish authorities of the Phillippines retained control of
Iloilo until December 24, 1898, of 1010 until March 19, 1899,
and of Zamboanga until the latter part of May, 1899. Thus, it is
possible that stamps bealing the "resellado," surcharge were used
in 1010 and Hoilo, as well as in Zamboanga, during the period be
tween August 13, 1898 and the end of May, 1899.

Hostilities between the Americans and the Spaniards were sus
pended immediately after the surrender of Manila by the Peace
Protocol which was signed at Washington on August 12, 1898.
By the terms of this protocol, pending the conclusions of a treaty
of peace, Spain was to retain de jure sovereignty over the Philip
pines and the Spanish authorities of the Philippines were to retain
control of all parts of the Islands except Manila and Cavite, which
were at that time, actually held by the American Forces. The Fili
pino insurgents, however, forced the Spanish authorities to with
draw from all parts of the Philippines, except Zamboanga, 1010,
and a small military post at Baler on the island of Luzon, before
the end of 1898. During this period, the American Forces in the
Islands was too small to render the Spaniards any assistance, be
ing fully occupied with the campaign the insurgent force of Gen
eral Emilio Aguinaldo on the island of Luzon. Thus, the Filipino
insurgents took control of the government in the districts from
which the Spaniards withdrew. The Treaty of Paris, by which
Spain ceded the Philippines to the United States, became effective
on March 18, 1899, the date on which it was formally ratified by
the Spanish Courts. In recognition of this fact, an American Force
relieved the Spanish garrison at 1010 on that day. There was no
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American Force available at that time, however, to relieve the
Spanish Force at Zamboanga and the Spaniards were compelled
by the Filipinos insurgents to evacuate Zamboanga in May, 1899,
before the American Force could be sent to take over that city.

The Catalogue de Timbres Fiscaux by A. Forbin, published by
Yvert & Tellier in 1915, lists the following GIRO stamps of the
issue of 1897, which bear the surcharge "RESELLADO 1898-99"
within a rectangular frame: 30c, 60c, 80c, 1.80p, 2p, 2.40p, 4p,
and 5p. These were the denominations of Giro, stamps which
were required for drafts and bills of exchange ranging from 400 to
7,000 pesos in amount. The same authority lists as bearing the
surcharge "RESELLADO PARA 1898-99" within a rectangular
frame, the 50 cent adhesive SELLO stamp of the issue of 1898
99. The law specified that this stamp should be affixed to each in
ward and outward foreign manifests which passed through a Cus
toms House. The writer has seen both unused and used specimens
of the 10 cent TIMBRE MOVIL stamp of 1898-99 which bear the
surcharge "M RESELLADO PARA 1898-99" within a rectangu
lar frame. This stamp was required on all receipts and statements
of account for 15 pesos or more. It is probable that the letter "M"
of. the surcharge stands for "Movil". In so far as the writer is
aware, the 10 cent TIMBRE MOVIL stamp bearing the
"resellado" surcharge has never hitherto been listed by any au
thority on Philippine stamps. It is therefore possible that the
"resellado" surcharge was applied to still other Philippine revenue
stamps which have so far not been recorded as bearing this sur
charge.

[By 1967, Warren gave number W-269 to the 10c Timbre Movil
stamp described above and W-268 to the 5c value. Figure 5
shows the 5c Timbre Movil stamp from the collection of Douglas
K. Lehmann. The 5c fee paid for coastwise trade and export in
voices. Also by 1967, the 15c, 20c, and 7p values of the Giro se
ries were added to the values Warren listed' here in 1941 and
given numbers between W-236B and W-244B. Warren gave the
SOc Sello stamp number W-292. The Sello surcharge appears to
be the same as used on the papel sellado shown in Figure I and is
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superimposed on that figure. This superimposed image comes
from The American Philatelist serialization of Warren's work in
1967-68. Since Warren, the "resellado " surcharge has been dis
covered on the IOc Sello value and assigned W-291A by the
lPPS. ]

Figure 5

The specimen of stamped paper bearing the "resellado" surcharge
which is shown in Figure 1, is at this writing [circa 1940-41], the
property of Mr. P. Jerome Pasch, an attorney of Cleveland, Ohio,
U.S.A., who sent to the writer the photograph from which Figure
1 was taken. Revenue stamped paper was required for judicial ac
tuations and many other legal documents. A portion of a line of
large letters may be seen below the stamp.

Footnotes:
I. From the unpublished "Stamp Taxes of the Philippines" by Arnold H. War
rell. From the personal library of Linda Stanfield. Editorial notes and addi~

tiolls i"closed within [brackets] are supplied by Douglas K. Lehmanfl.

2. The decree oj Governor Gel/eral Weyler prohibiting the use of surcharged
sta/llps after Auguslt I, 1889,was published 011 page 863 of the Gaceta de Ma
lIila for May 24, 1889. BUI 011 page 43 of The Postal Issues of the Philippilles
by F. L Palmer, it is stQled that the effective date of the prohibition of the use
a/surcharged stamps was postponed until August 10.1889.
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PHILIPPINE POSTAL SLOGANS
By Pablo M. Esperidion

In times of peace or in times of war, postal slogans are used by
the Bureau of Posts. Used mainly for psychological purposes,
they stir the enthusiasm of the people. Postally they are mere
postal markings, but philatelically, they are part and parcel of
Philippine postal history. As such they are worth collecting and 
studying.

As one who specializes on postal slogans of the Philippines, I
have made a study of this specialty, as a result of which I have in
corporated them in this monograph. Of course, this monograph
does not attempt to be complete as there might be some items in
existence which, at the time of its preparation, I have neither seen
them nor they have come to my knowledge. At any rate, practi
cally all the basic materials referred to in this monograph are from
my personal collection, and it is hoped the information imparted
herein will be. of some interest to my fellow collectors.

Categories of Slogans

Classifying the postal slogans of the Philippines, I have grouped
them under the following categories:

I) Official, 2) Semi-Official, 3) Commercial.
Postal slogans and/or postal slogan cancellations as used by the
Bureau of Posts, are considered as "Official." Those used by other
govelllment departments or bureaus, are designated as "Semi
Official." Under this same category, those used by the U.S. Navy
(slogan cancels on Philippine waters) in the prewar days and by
the GIs during the early months of the liberation, are designated
likewise. And postal slogans used by private firms or individu
als, are identified as "Commercial.

Before going further into this monograph, let it be said that it will
treat exclusively on the postal slogans and/or slogans cancella
tions which have been used only by the Bureau of Posts, i.e.,
those coming only under the category of "Official." The reason
for this is obvious. Just as postage stamp adhesives are issued of
ficially by the Bureau of Posts, in a manner of speaking, the sub
ject postal slogans and/or slogan cancels are "issued" likewise by
the Bureau of Posts, officially. Having been used officially by the
Bureau of Posts, they are therefore part and parcel of Philippine
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postal history. Thus their exclusive treatment in this essay.

Types of Slogans

Used mostly by the Manila Post Office for almost half of a cen~

tury, the "official" postal slogans are identified philatelically un~

der the following types: Doremus, Flags, Straightline, Univer~

sal, Boxed, and Fancy.

Postal slogans of the foregoing types have been applied by ma~

chine and/or by handstamp. Too, they are postal slogan cancella~

tions and/or just plain postal slogans.

Under the machine slogan cancels, there are the Dorermus, Flags,
Universal and Boxed. And under the hand stamp types, there are
the Straightline and the Fancy. Of the Boxed slogans, however,
some of them were applied by hand stamp and some by machine.

Doremus Types

Forerunner of the machine cancellations and slogan machine can~

eels in the Philippines, is the Doremus. This machine cancel has
several types. However, only three types were used by the Ma~

nila Post Office. They were introduced in this country in 1905,
1906 and 1908, respectively.

Bearing 14 vertical bars, the Doremus slogan cancellation is like
the keyboard of a piano. Hence, its designation, Doremus (from
the musical notes~Do, Re, Mi). This type of canceling machine
was manufactured by the Doremus Canceling Machine Co.,
Washington, D.C.

Earliest known Doremus slogan cancel in the Philippines was
dated "Oct. 15, 1908." legend of its slogan reads: "PHil...lPPINE
CARNIVAL ~MANILA, FEB. 2~9, 1909," all in capital letters in
two lines. It was applied in black. This slogan cancel is in my per~

sonal collection. Parenthetically, in the U.S. Slogan Postmark
Catalogue by Donald W. Tucker, published in 1938 in the United
States, the earliest known Doremus slogan cancel of the Philip~

pines is listed as in "1909," which listing, I believe, is one year
behind. Nevertheless, this slogan cancel was also used in 1909
and 1910.

Prior to the use of the Doremus slogan cancel, however, two other
types were used by the Manila Post Office. They were both with~

out slogans. One of them was with vertical bars only. It was a
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plain machine cancel. As to the other type, it was not used as a
cancellation but merely as a receiving postmark or "back
stamp." Thus it bears the word "RECEIVED," in caps In one
line. The former was used by the Manila Post Office in "1905".
This is according to Col. A. C. Townsend, an Amelican phila
telic writer of note. While the lalter, the earliest date I have seen
was "Aug. 6,1906." Other dates I have seen were "Oct. 8,1906,"
"June 28, 1907," and "Sept. 22, 1908."

In so far as Philippine postal history is concerned, the Manila
post Office had therefore used three types of the Doremus
machine cancels. As described before they are I) Plain machine
cancel; 2) Backstamp cancel; and 3) Slogan cancel

Flag Types

Next to the Doremus, there came the Flag machine cancellations.
As far as collectors are concerned, there are three major types of
the Flag cancels. They are known as the Ovate, Involute, and
Spread Star Field. Still, under these three major types, there are
the specific types.

They are the following: Ovate Star Field, Spread Star Field,
Boxed Slogan, Backstamp, Station Cancel, Exposition Cancel,
Battleship Slogan, and Naval Station Cancel.

These Specific types, however, were not all used in the Philip
pines. Only the 2nd, 3rd, 4th, 6th and 7th types were utilized.
Wholly they were used by the Manila Post Office but the 7th
type which was used by the U.S. Navy, in Cavite.

Because there are no available records, the exact date as to when
the first Flag machine cancel was used In the Philippines is not
known. At any rate, earliest Flag cancel seen was dated "Jan. 17,
1917." It was a Spread Star Field. Motif of this cancel is an
American flag. It has 13 stars spread in the field and seven wavy
stripes on the right. In the Union it has a staff and a halyard.
Used in 1917, this type of Flag cancel was also used in the ensu
ing years, such as, in 1919, 1920, 1921 and 1923. This is as far
as I have seen.

Bearing a slogan in the field, is the Boxed type. Like the Spread
Star Field, it has also a staff and a halyard, plus the usual seven
wavy stripes. The earliest date seen of this Flag slogan bears
"May 3, 1918." And the legend of the slogan reads: "ARE
YOU HELPING NOT, WHY NOT,-BUY A-LIBERTY BOND,"
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all caps in four lines. It was applied in black. While this Boxed
slogan cancel was used in 1918, at least five other slogan cancels
of the same type were used in the same year.

Prolifically used by the Manila Post Office during the closing
years of the First World War up to the 20's, the Flag slogan can
cels of the Boxed type, are known to exist with at least 24 differ
ent slogan cancels. This is as far as I have seen in the study of this
particular slogan cancellation.

Another specific type of the Flag machine cancels used by the
Manila Post Office, was the Backstamp. As Its name indicates,
it's not a slogan. It was a postal marking used by the, Manila Post
Office as a receiving postmark. Stamped on the back of the enve
lopes, especially on incoming foreign first-class mail, it bears the
word "RECEIVED" inscribed in the union of the Flag. Hence its
use as a backstamp. Earliest date reported of this type was "Aug.
28,1919.

All Flag slogan cancels of the Philippines were applied by ma
chine and used by the Manila Post Office. Then, too, they were
applied in black. Notwithstanding this, however, one of them was
done by handstamp and it was applied in purple. It was used by
the post office of Capiz, Capiz, and the earliest date seen was
"Dec. 3, 1925."

Another type of handstamp Flag slogan cancel was used by the
Manila Post Office. It was used on "May 19, 1934," on the occa
sion of the closing of the Tenth Far Eastern Championship
Games, in Manila. Superimposed on a flag of five wavy lines, is
the slogan bearing only the letters "PAFF," arranged like musical
notes. This slogan cancel was applied in purple, but unlike the
Flag machine slogan cancels, it has entirely a different format.

Use of the Flag machine cancels and/or slogan cancellations was
continued by the Manila Post Office for almost ten years. The
latest was in 1926. Then, it was discontinued. All in all, at least
there were 30 different kinds of the Flag types which were used
in the Philippines.

Straightline Types with Grids

During the last three years of use of the Flag slogans cancels, it's
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interesting to observe that the Manila Post Office utilized at the
same time, at least three different Straightline slogan cancels. They
were applied by handstamp but of steel die. Besides this, each has
a grid. It's a "ban·el-killer." Still, each "barrel killer" has a differ
ent type. The largest is with five heavy horizontal bars, the long
est measuring 2 x 3 centimeters. And height of this stamp
"killer" is 3.7 centimeters. Earliest date seen of this Straight- line
slogan cancel was "Oct. 11, 1924." with the slogan reading:
"REGlSTER-lNSURE-ALL-VALUABLE-MAIL," all in caps
sans serifs in five lines. It has a circular town mark with a single
frame Cebu Post Office, But in this case, instead of "MANILA,
P.L"

The second type of this Straight- line slogan cancel was also used
by the Manila Post Office. Its slogan reads: "MANILA - TRADE
CENTER - OF THE - PACIFIC," all in caps sans serifs in five
lines. Earliest date seen was "July 3,1925." Its "ban'el-killer,"
however, is smaller than the first, but it's townmark is exactly the
same as the former.

Third type of the Straightline slogan cancels bears the wording:
'MANILA, P..L - (Date) - (Time) - (Year) - ADDRESS MAIL 
TO -STREET AND - NUMBER," all in caps sans serifs in eight
lines. Earliest date seen was "April 7, 1925." It has also a "barrel
killer," but it's the smallest of the three types of grids. As it ap
pears, this third type is a combined town mark and slogan cancel.
And while it was used by the Manila Post Office, it was used like
wise by the Cebu Post Office, But in this case, instead of
"MANILA, P. 1." as its point of origin in the town mark, "CEBU,
P. 1. is indicated. Earliest date seen of this as used in Cebu was
"Sept. 23, 1925." And the latest date I have seen was "Feb. 23,
1933."

Straightline Types in Native

For the first time in the postal history of the Philippines, the Bu
reau of Posts, in 1927, set into use a series of postal slogans in
native dialects. Applied by handstamp, they were utilized during a
campaign for national thrift. Postally, they were called the "thrift
slogans," However, they are not slogan cancels. They are just plain
postal slogans. Neither are they boxed nor framed. They come in
two or more inscriptions, in simple straightlines

Nor withstanding their simplicity, yet they are quite interesting.
What makes them interesting are their legends. They are in native
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dialects. Some of them as far as I could gather, are in the follow
ing dialects: Tagalog, Iiocano, Bicolano and Vi sayan. In addition
to this, there were some in English. Then, too, some were in Eng
lish. and Tagalog, combined.

Where these postal slogans in native dialects had been -used, as
far as I have seen them on covers, there were those from Manila,
Lucena (Tayabas now Quezon), Sta. Cruz (Laguna), Lobo
(Batangas), Calapan (Mindoro), Laoag (iioGOs Norte), Legaspi
(AIbay), Rapu-Rapu (Albay), and Surigao (Surigao). They were
applied by handstamp in red, but some were in purple.

Earliest date seen of these "thrift slogans" was "July 3, 1927."
The slogan was in Tagalog. Its wording reads: "ABARGAN
ANG MASIGLANG, PAGSISIKAP SA PAGTITIPID," all in
caps in two lines, the break in the first line appearing in the divi
sion of "PAG" and "SISI- KAP" by a hyphen. This slogan was
used by the Manila Post Office. It was applied in red.

While use of this series of postal slogans in native dialects was
first seen as early as in July 1927, at least they saw postal service
for one and a half years. Latest date I have seen was "Dec. II,
1928". The slogan was in Tagalog and the point of origin was
"Calapan, Mindoro." It has a legend reading: "LUMAYO KA YO
SA MGA MASAMANG-PA- NUKALA NG MGA TAO-AT L1
PUNANG PANGSAMANTALA LA- MANG-NG SALAPI," all
in caps in four lines, a breaking occurring in the third line by the
division of "LA" and "MANG" by a hyphen. This slogan was ap
plied in red.

Far from being relevant to the series of the "thri ft slogans," In
1928, there appeared another provincial postal slogan. In es
sence, it was an exposition handstamp straightline. Its point of
origin was San Pablo, Laguna. And inscription of the slogan is:
"SAN PABLO CAR-NIVAL - AND - LAGUNA PROVINCIAL
FAIR - April 11-16-17, 1928," in three lines, the first and second
all in caps but the third in caps and in lower cases. Earliest date
seen of this type was "Mar. 12,1928." Townmark in black but the
slogan in purple.

Straightline Types-Occupation

Fifteen years after the first series of the "thrift slogans" was dis
carded, the Bureau of Posts used again another series. This time
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it was in 1943, incidentally, during the Japanese Occupation.
And at that time, the Bureau of Posts was changed to "Bureau of
Communications."

Of the Occupation series which was used exclusively by the Ma
nila Post Office, there were only three slogans of different types.
And like their predecessors, they were hand- stamp likewise.
But, unlike the first series used in 1927 and 1928 which was in
several native dialects, the second series used in 1943, was all In
English. At the outset, this seems curious. Curiously enough,
while everything American was being relegated into oblivion by
the Japanese militarists during the Occupation, to use the 1943
"thrift slogans" all in English, inclines one to believe there must
be some underground movement then within the massive waJls of
the Mani la Post Office. As a matter of fact, one of these "thri ft
slogans" was a memory gem from the writings of Benjamin
Franklin. It was, "Thrift takes you up the ladder, waste brings you
down."

Whoever suggested it to the postal authorities, that 1 don't know.
But, I do know that on June 23, 1943, 1 wrote an open letter in
the "Public Pulse" column of the Manila Tribune, suggesting the
use of some "thrift postal slogans" by the Bureau of Communica
tions. And one and a half months after publication of said open
letter, the Manila Post Office began using a series of three "thrift
slogans," the First Day use of which was on August 5, 1943.
Wording of the slogans are as follows.

1) "POSTAL SAVING BANK- Deposit your savings-with the
local-postmaster."

2) "POSTAL SAVINGS BANK- Thrift takes you up-the
ladder, waste-brings you down."

3) "POSTAL SAVINGS BANK-He that will not econ-omize,
you will have to-agonize."

Each of the above slogans is in four lines, the first line all in capi
tal letters and underlined. The rest are in caps and lower cases.
Used by the Manila Post Office, they saw postal service for about
three months.

( This article was serialized in the Philippine Jourl/al of
Philately, starting with Vol. 3, No.1 It will be reprinted as
space permits.)
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A NEW '''KP'' OVERPRINT TYPE
By Ray L Coughlin

WhIle working on a lot of new material, I tried to idenllfy the KP
type on this cover. It was similar to but not the same as a couple
in Gene's book. Since it is on a brown stamp it was somewhat dif
ficult to see in places, it presented a challenge I just had to beat.
Here is how I separated the overprint from the stamp.

I scanned the stamp at 1200 dpi. Then I used photoshop to enlarge
it almost to pixel level. Using the pencil tool, I carefully, using
white color, deleted out the brown and black colors for several
pixels away from the overprint. Alter that was accomplished, I
dropped the magnification some and used the paint brush to get
rid of the rest of background. Slow work, but the results are quite
good. La and behold, a different KP handstamped appeared from
the types that we have recorded before. Since the cover was with a
comer card from the agency that sent it, we can associate the
handstamp with that particular office. (this would not be the case
if there were other offices using the same stamp, unless one could
prove all the users obtained the stamps from a central issuing
poinL)

So, here it is, a new one lor the recoru, of Philippine Philately .

.'

I (

(KP Stamp I'flhallrf!d)
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